SAN FRANCISCO

IN PARADISUM

San Francisco: 1905 and beyond

Ladies and Gentlemen,
for your entertainment, pleasure
and edification, the
Edge of Darkness Vampire Storytelling
team are proud to present
a supplement setting...

Introit: Or, if the Past is a Different Country;
what shall we do when we get there?
It's often said that the past is a different country and that they do things differently there. That could
well be true. At the beginning of the 20th Century everything seemed possible. The Future looked
bright.
This city, so rich, so new...so vibrant...should be Paradise.
Certainly families like the Rockerfeller's, the Vanderbilt's and the others have a lot of the wealth and
power. But a man may, with luck and toil, still find his own piece of the American Dream. It's a time
when a man may still feel compelled to fight a duel over a matter of honour and the launching of a
battleship is a source of widespread national pride.
There is much to do. The Future remains to be forged and grasped. There is much to fight for.
This could...this should...be Heaven for everyone.
Can you help make this Paradise?
What will Salvation cost?

So, as a Gamer,
what can you expect from all this?
You might be asking: why did we decide to go all the way back to 1905 and the heady days of the
beginnings of the American Century?
Well, there's a few narrative options and themes we wanted to explore. This offers a chance for this
setting to mix and interact with the present in a way we thought could be interesting and help add
depth to the overall setting.
Not only might plot and NPC's eventually intermingle, but, similar to Hungry Streets, there's a
chance for Vampires to migrate from In Paradisum to present day Sacramento. We also, with
appropriate and sensible adjustments  and if it synchronizes with their Backgrounds  plan to allow
existing Vampire characters in Sacramento to appear in In Paradisum.
What we've tried to do is lay out the broadbrushed strokes of a setting. Putting a little bit of
historical context into it so it's not just a piece of costume drama but, hopefully, has a little more
'look and feel' of the time. Where the animating principle of Hungry Streets is survival, the primary
theme of In Paradisum is the quest for either a personal, economic or spiritual Paradise and
Salvation.

Contents
1. There will also be a section on rules to explain some ingame details of the setting and
character creation.
2. A general introduction to the geography and society of San Francisco
3. A brief history of the city ~ including some contemporary world and city events too
4. A brief introduction to a few important local Mortals and Kindred
5. Throughout this Background Supplement there are 'snapshots' which look at notable world
events, culture to help introduce anecdotes about the time and place in a hope to supply some
insight into some of the Dramatis Personae.
6. There are several maps throughout to help your Vampire find their way around.
7. There's a section on notable NPC's too; people whom your characters may or may not have
cause to meet, fear or generally know.

Rules for Hungry Streets
Like the previous Hungry Streets the premise for In Paradisum is simple: this is Tier 1 gaming.
What you are looking at is a life of survival. As a Vampire of the Hungry Streets, you are either new
to the world of vampires or new to the city.
This is not an easy game, you will be weighed and you will be measured. If you are found lacking,
you may not survive. As you enter the Hungry Streets you may not know all the nuances, you may
not understand all the laws of the domain. But you are a vampire, and you know what you need to
survive; shelter from the sun and blood. But neither one may be in a ready supply. You want to make
sure you are under the radar, nothing flashy. Because if you're found squatting... there will be hell to
pay.












You start with 030xp Character Creation XP
There's a 60xp cap: When a character has earned 60xp, they can either 'graduate' to the main
game or remain at Street Level 'frozen', earning no more XP.
You start out at 1 Blood Potency and remain as such for the duration of your journey through
the Streets.
Streets won't support Bloodlines. There will be the five Clans, and nothing else. If/When a
character graduates to the main game, they can then activate a Bloodline.
This also applies to Covenants. You may not buy any dots in Covenant merits. Besides, you’ll
need your XP for survival. (But the Covenants do exist.)
As always, you are advised to please read “The Devil is in the Dots”
You are still required to do a feeding mood.
The same Vitae Pools rules are in place for this game as the main venue.
You may have only 'one' ghoul, but keep an eye on your Vitae Pool because of this and you
may have 1 dot in Herd.
You may not have your haven above 2 dots and only 1 dot can be used in Location.
Allies and Contacts cannot be above 2 dots.

These rules will keep The Hungry Streets at Tier One, and dynamic.
Note: Also, these rules are subject to change as this is a new addition to the Vampire venue.

Character Sheet: 1905 style
Character Name:
Player Name:
Concept:
Virtue:
Vice:

Humanity:
Blood Potency: 1

Clan:
Vitae:

Strength: o
Dexterity: o
Stamina: o

Presence:
o
Manipulation: o
Composure: o

Athletics:
Brawl:
Operate vehicle/vessel:
Firearms:
Larceny:
Stealth:
Survival:
Weaponry:

Animal Ken/Ride mount:
Empathy:
Expression:
Intimidation:
Persuasion:
Etiquette:
Streetwise:
Subterfuge:

ATTRIBUTES (5/4/3)
Intelligence: o
Wits:
o
Resolve:
o
SKILLS (11/7/4)
Academics:
Calculations:
Crafts:
Investigation:
Quackery/Medicine:
Occult:
Politics:
Science:
ADVANTAGES
Size:

Speed:

Initiative:

Defence:

Armour:

MERITS & FLAWS
DISCIPLINES
Description
Short Background

Assets, Resources, Equipage & Haven details (if any)

Health:

Willpower:

SAN FRANCISCO
A General Geographic Description
The chief seaport and city of California and the Pacific Coast. In 1910 it will be the tenth most
populous city of the United States and the most important city west of the Missouri River.
Geographically it's situated centrally on the coast of the State (37° 47' 22'55" N and 122° 25' 40.76"
W.) at the end of a peninsula; with the ocean on one side and the Bay of San Francisco on the other.

San Francisco has experienced a growth in population. It has risen from 34,000 citizens in 1850 to
298,997 by 1890. In 1900 the population is 342,782  of whom 116,885 are foreignborn. Just over
17,000 of these newly arrived citizens are from Asia and a great many are confined to the dangerous
and exotic Chinatown.
The peninsula is roughly between six and eight miles broad within the city limits. The Bay is some
50 miles long with a shoreline of more than 300 miles, covering an area of about 450 sq. miles; of
which 79 are within the very useful and navigable three fathom limit. This great inland water
receives the two principal rivers of California: the Sacramento and San Joaquin.
The islands of the Bay are part of the municipal district, as are also the Farallones (a group of rocky
islets about 30 miles out in the Pacific). However, several of the islands are controlled by the national
government and are fortified for maritime defence.

Perhaps the most famous of these islands is Alcatraz. In 1905 Alcatraz Island houses a United States
military prison (control of this transfers to the civilian Federal authorities in 1933). It became a
military fort in 1855 with a garrison of 200 soldiers. One of the original team of US Engineers sent to
construct the fortifications for Fort Alcatraz would become the highest ranking Union solider killed in
action during the Civil War. However, though well armed and defended, the garrison of Fort
Alcatraz itself never fired a shot in anger during the Civil War...nor, in fact, at any point of its 81
years as a military establishment.
The Engineers constructed Fort Alcatraz as part of the 'Triangle of Defence' of San Francisco Bay with
two other forts at Fort Point and Lime Point.
Additional Federal Government bases are dotted around the Bay – including one on Goat Island.
Goat Island being the home base of the United States Naval School of the Pacific.
With the increase in shipping to San Francisco during the Gold Rush in the 1850's it was recognised
that a lighthouse would be needed to help with improving the safety of navigation to the harbour.
So, in addition to the military presence on Alcatraz, the United States Coastguard built and
maintained a lighthouse on Alcatraz island.
There's usually a close and cordial relationship between the military and the lighthouse keeper on the
island.
In addition to the beacon light, the Coastguard installed a large fog bell in 1856 when it became
obvious that San Francisco's fog often rendered the original beacon ineffective! The original bell had
to be rung by hand. Later fog bells had a clockwork mechanism which would automatically ring the
bell at prescribed intervals. By the late 1860's an improved flashing beacon lens was installed in the
lighthouse to help mariners distinguish the beacon lamp from the lights of the city along the shore.

The original Alcatraz Island lighthouse. Built 1854 it was replaced in 1909 by the current design
In 1905 the Alcatraz fog signal bell sounds a bell every 10 seconds – the electronic Klaxon signal with
the sound familiar to many is installed in 1909 when the lighthouse is repaired after the Earthquake.'
There's another lighthouse station on Yerba Buena Island.
The old Spanish "presidio" is a United States military garrison. There is another, smaller garrison
base, close by  Fort Mason Government Reservation. Additional military bases include the United
States naval station of the Pacific on Mare Island in San Pablo Bay opposite Vallejo and the various
coastal fortifications and at the harbour entrance which, between 1890 and 1900, were improved.
These lie through the Golden Gate which is a strait about 5 miles in length. The outlook from Mount
Tamalpais ascends 2,592 feet and is a few miles north. The summit provides excellent views of the
city and bay.
The Hills
There are nine main hills and 35 smaller hills in the city and the site is overall dominated by a line of
high rocky elevations which run in a crescent shape from NorthEast to South West across the
peninsula culminating in the Twin Peaks (Las Papas, " The Breasts ") which are 925 feet high.
Telegraph Hill is in the extreme north east. Nob Hill is 300 feet in elevation – this is where the
railway and mining 'kings' of the 1860's and 1870's built their impressive mansions. It is no longer
the most exclusive neighbourhood, but it continues to physically dominate the city all the same. The
Pacific Heights are now holds title as the most exclusive neighbourhood. The Golden Gate Park plays
host to Strawberry Hill (some 426 ft high).
Hilly as the city is, Man has actually worked tirelessly to shape to geography. Great hills were razed
and tumbled into the Bay for the gain of land and others were carved out to create street grades and
to the checkerboard city plan adopted in the early days.

Cable cars (more on them later!) and lines were first practically tested in San Francisco in 1873 (the
Earthquake will lead to a greater use of electricity.) A scenic driveway of some 20 miles may be taken
along the ocean front through the Presidio, the Golden Gate Park and through a series of well
appointed streets in the west end.
Market Street is the principal business street and is more than 3 miles long and 120 feet broad. For
nearly its full extent, excepting the immediate waterfront, and running westward to Van Ness
Avenue, a distance of 2 miles.
Throughout the city there are thousands of wooden buildings and these provide the city with a
striking architectural characteristic. The citizens aren't ignorant of the threat from earthquakes. Far
from it. One reason they make great use of wood is that they believe that redwood (in addition to
being plentiful and cheap) is better suited to withstanding earthquake shocks.
In fact, such thinking will be proved correct. Sadly, whilst the wooden buildings suffered little
damage by the shocks, the comparative noninflammability of redwood provided no safeguard to the
fire that swept the afflicted area.
Ah, it will be a terrible thing that results, but in 1900 only onethirteenth of the buildings in the city
were of other material than wood. This will be obvious to all walking the streets and to Vampires in
particular!
In the Earthquake of 1906 28,000 buildings will be destroyed causing damage estimated at
$105,000,000 (in contemporary values). However, the Earthquake will supply an opportunity for the
city to rebuild and possess office and business buildings of the then most modern type.

Buildings
The City Hall (finished in 1898 at a cost of $6m) The old City Hall (finished in 1898), destroyed in
1906, was a great edifice of composite and original style, built of bricks of stucco facing (cost
$6,000,000). Provision was made to erect a new building at a cost of $5,000,000.

The Mint (this building dates from between 1869 and 1874) is located at 88 5th Street. The Mint is
California’s only such Federal Greek Revival structure. Due to high productivity, it became a sub
treasury in 1874 and also acted as a storage for gold and silver bullion. It remained intact after the
1906 disaster it served as a clearinghousebank and helped aid the city’s reconstruction. It closes in
1937.

The Mint – c. 1889
The Hall of Justice – houses the police headquarters for the city and the main law courts.
The Post Office: is a massive and sturdy modern building of granite (original cost $5,000,000!)
The Palace Hotel: a truly magnificent hotel which is world famous (and sadly will be utterly
destroyed in the Fire) has 1,200 rooms and covers a whole city block! It's the largest hotel West of
the Mississippi – and the owners make sure everyone knows of this boast too!

A view of Nob Hill ~ 1902

PARKS
The parks of the city are extensive and fine. Golden Gate Park (about 1014 acres) was a waste of
barren sand dunes when acquired by the municipality in 1870, but skilful planting and cultivation
have entirely transformed its character. It is now beautiful with semitropic vegetation. The
Government presidio (the military reservation of 1542 acres) is practically another city park, more
favourably situated and of better land than Golden Gate Park.
A beautiful drive follows the shore, giving views of the Golden Gate and the ocean.

The children's area – Golden Gate Park
Close to this scene there was a section housing grizzly bears in steel cages!
Close to the west end of the Golden Gate Park are the ocean beach; the Cliff House – which is now a
public resort on a rocky cliff overhanging the sea  the seal rocks, frequented all the year round by
hundreds of sealions!
There are also Sutro Heights. These are the beautiful private grounds of the late (and cunning!)
Adolph Sutro which he opened to the public so they may enjoy the hundreds of bronze and stone
Classical style statues and other artistic ornamentations he installed. He had high hopes of inspiring
great thoughts of Classical learning amongst the population.
Close to Sutro Heights are the Sutro Baths. Opened in 1896 and costing, even then, $1m, the baths
are amongst the largest and finest enclosed baths and winter gardens anywhere in the world. Sadly,
after financial decline, they were closed and burned down in 1966.
Sutro Baths were the idea of a former mayor of San Francisco (1894–1896), Adolph Sutro.
A visitor to the baths has the choice of seven different swimming pools (one fresh water and six salt
water) ranging in temperatures. They can also visit a museum displaying Sutro's large and varied
personal collection of artifacts from his travels. There's an 8,000 seater concert hall and an ice
skating rink. During high tides, water would flow directly into the pools from the nearby ocean,
recycling the 2 million gallons an hour.
At the Sutro Baths, Sutro also maintained an extensive collection of stuffed and mounted animals,
historic artifacts, and artwork, much of which he acquired from the Woodward's Gardens estate sale
in 1894. The baths are serviced by the “Ferries and Cliff House Railroad” which runs along the cliffs
of Lands End overlooking the Golden Gate. The route ran from the baths to a terminal at California
Street and Central Avenue (now called Presidio Avenue).

Communications, Shipping and Commerce
San Francisco Bay is the most important as well as the largest harbour on the Pacific coast of the
United States. There is a difference of a fathom in the mean height of the tides. Deepwater craft can
go directly to docks within a short distance of their sources of supply, around the bay. Extensive
improvements to the water front are under way and land has been purchased west of Fort Mason for
the construction of wharves and warehouses for the United States Transport Service. Large craft can
easily enter and navigate the Bay and there are ample facilities of dry and floating docks.
Steamer connections are maintained with Australia, Hawaii, Mexico, Central and South America, the
Philippines, China and Japan. San Francisco in has the largest commerce of any of the Pacific ports
(though the rival port of Puget Sound comes close!)
San Francisco is the heart of a large trawler fishing fleet and an increasing centre of whaling.

Whaling ships in San Francisco harbour
Though whales were never actually hunted in San Francisco Bay itself, the whaling industry has long
had a presence there. In the 1830s whaling ships of British and New England fleets would winter in
San Francisco Bay. A hundred ships or more might be anchored along the San Francisco waterfront
where they stocked up on provisions for their long Pacific and Arctic voyages.
Whales became harder to find in the Arctic and Atlantic and by the mid1880s the centre of whaling
activity had shifted from New Bedford and other Massachusetts ports to San Francisco. By 1900 more
than two dozen whaling vessels set out each year from San Francisco's piers, along with numerous
brigs, barques and schooners in search of local seals and otter.
Wintering in the Arctic
The usual pattern was to "lay up" Arctic whaling ship in San Francisco after they returned from the
north in the autumn. Typically a whaling ship was left with only a shipkeeper aboard until it was
overhauled in spring for departure directly to the Arctic.
The quest for whales could be very dangerous indeed and a ship had to be in topnotch condition to
winter in the Arctic. The entire journey would take two and a half years, so the ship was loaded with
tons of supplies, food, and equipment. After sailing from San Francisco in March, the first stop was

usually in the Aleutian Islands (an archipelago extending southwest from the Alaska Peninsula).
There the ship took on coal and water and set off on a spring cruise along the Siberian shore, trading
for reindeer parkas and sealskin coats, and signing on Eskimos as "ship's natives."
In addition to this smallscale coastal whaling (of gray, humpback, orca) began as they hunted from
row boats that went out for the day. Such whaling sprang up in several coastal communities,
including Carmel, Monterey, Moss Landing, Davenport, Half Moon Bay, and Bolinas. With the advent
of mechanized whaling in the early 1900's whalers were then able to exploit faster species (blue, fin,
sei).
Foreign trade is chiefly with British Columbia, South America, China, Japan and Europe, Australia
and Mexico.
The main commerce is in lumber, grain, flour, fruits, fish, tea and coffee. The export of grain is
shifting to rival ports in Oregon and Washington though San Francisco is the great receiving port for
cereal products on the Pacific Coast. San Francisco's permanence as one of the greatest ports of the
country is assured. It's very nearly the shortest route, great circle sailing, from Panama to Yokohama
and Hong Kong; the Panama Canal will shorten the sea route from Liverpool and Hamburg by about
5500 miles and from New York by 7,800 miles.
Three transcontinental railway systems operate from the city.
1) The Southern Pacific (with two transcontinental lines, the Southern and the old Central Pacific)
2) The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
3) The Western Pacific
These connect the city with the Eastern and Northern States. On the 1st of July 1900 the first train
of the Santa Fe company left San Francisco for the East. This was a significant event, as there had
before been practically only one railway corporation (the Southern Pacific) controlling
transcontinental traffic at San Francisco since 1869! Though only the Southern Pacific's line actually
enters the city, ten other lines have their terminals around the Bay.
Manufacturing and Industry
In 1900 San Francisco was twelfth among the cities of the Union for value of output; in 1905 it
ranked thirteenth. The total value of the factory products of the city in 1905 being $137,788,233.
The leading products were: sugar and molasses refining; printing and publishing; slaughtering and
meat packing; shipbuilding; foundry and machineshop products; clothing; canning and preserving;
coffee and spice roasting and grinding; flour; lumber and the development of the petroleum fields of
the State also is beginning to stimulate manufacturing.
The Union Iron Works on the peninsula is one of the greatest shipbuilding plants of the country.

Government
Charters were granted to the city in 1850, 1851 and 1856. Somehow, even after many years of
notorious and corrupt "boss" rule the city thrives. The city's control is centralized with great power
being given to the mayor. He appoints and removes members of the fire, police, school, election,
park, civil service, health and public works commissions of the city; his veto may not be overcome by
less than a fivesixths vote of the board of supervisors, and he may veto separate items of the budget.

Taxation for ordinary municipal purposes is limited, though extra taxes being allowed for unusual
purposes. Though taxes are light, there's a highly developed (and lucrative!) system of licensing.
[there's going to be more in here on government, a plague...all sorts of stuff!]

Cable Cars

A Powell Line cable car sporting a 'Bombay Roof'' bulbous style design.
The Bombay design is the rival aesthetic for cable and street cars with the Carter Roof style.
San Francisco’s cable cars are an authentic icon of the city. The first cable cars of this kind were
brought into operation in London and New Zealand, but without much success and they were soon
superseded by other methods of transport.
However, on 2nd August 1873, Andrew S. Hallidie introduced the first San Francisco cable car on the
Clay Street line. Although the initial investment for Hallidie and his team appeared risky, within
several years they were making a handsome 35% return on their investment!
The system is based on a cable that is pulled at a constant velocity, along the whole route, by a
stationery engine. The cable car starts to move when a device, called a grip, is engaged under
pressure to the cable. By loosening this grip, and at the same time applying the breaks, the car is
brought to a halt.
They typically can carry 20 seated passengers with a total of 50 if they risk hanging on or standing.
Each car is pulled along it's cable at about 910 mph.

“All the world's a stage,
and all the men and women merely players...”
DRAMATIS PERSONAE ~ MORTALS
In 1905 San Francisco is home to about 342,000 people. In this vast and swelling throng only a few
possess influence enough to effect events at a local or national scale.
Some, like the Hearst family, posses both enormous wealth and power. Worse yet, the Hearst's let
everyone know it too. No one could doubt that that's a dangerous combination.
So, let's take a look at a some of the other Mortals whom Vampires could well be aware of and may
encounter from time to time.
Contents









The Boss, the Machine and his Henchmen
The Newspaper Men
The Club Scene
The Tongs
The Cops
The Army
The Tycoons
Eccentrics and those who fight the Darkness

The Boss, his Men and The Machine
Abraham “Abe” Ruef (b 1864 – 1936)
He's a physically small man. Now in his early 40's. Abe, as he is known to one and all, is a careful
minded man. Known for his excellent memory, he's something of a genius. Having graduated from
high school aged 14 and then university aged 18 and after training in law, he entered the California
Bar aged 21.
Someone once wrote that “few figures in San Francisco’s history are as interesting, or as enigmatic,
as that of its turnofthecentury city boss, Abe Ruef.” I can well believe that.
Ruef began his interest in politics as an idealist while a student at Berkeley where he formed the
“Municipal Reform League” in order to better study ways to fight rampant corruption rife in local and
national politics.
They corresponded with likeminded figures around the country, people who would soon take
prominent positions in American life, including a young New Yorker just starting in politics:
Theodore Roosevelt.
Unfortunately, California at that time was the last place that welcomed or encouraged reformers.

The Southern Pacific Railroad controlled both political parties and allied with similar Robber
Baron's to create trusts and monopolies. At the turn of the 20 th Century San Francisco is home to
many of the most powerful people of the West – many of them already fully corrupted by their
wealth and greed.

Well, for better or for worse, Ruef soon adopted the position of “If you can’t beat 'em, join 'em” and
quickly studied the ways and methods of how the political system actually operated in San Francisco.
In the early 1990's city politics is an ugly and often violent operation. Physical threats and inflicting
of actual harm are commonplace means of getting things done. But Ruef brought a touch of class and
sophistication to the manipulation of San Francisco politics that was unknown to his predecessors.
Ruef saw the rise of organized labour as one of the few movements that could challenge the
moneyed interests. He looked for a way in which he might control this emerging power, and his
creation of the Union Labour Party in 1901 was the result. For the election that year, Ruef chose a
relatively unknown person: Eugene Schmitz.

Eugene Schmitz (1864 – 1928)
Known to many as “Handsome Gene”  Eugene Edward Schmitz, in 1905, is the 26th mayor of San
Francisco. He took office in January 1902. "Handsome Gene" is the son of an Irish mother and a
German father. He had played the violin and conducted the orchestra at the Columbia Theatre on
Powell Street in San Francisco.
Eugene Schmitz., who was at one time the president of the Musicians Union, was, as mentioned,
selected by Boss Abe to run for mayor. Schmitz is a tall, handsome man, a commanding speaker,
possessed of a genial nature, and happilymarried with two daughters. He also had no scandals in his
past. If Schmitz proved malleable enough, Ruef believed that this violinist and amateur composer
was the right human clay into which he could mould the perfect candidate, one that could not only
become mayor of San Francisco, but possibly even the Governor of California as well!
Schmitz allowed himself to be tutored by Ruef in the art of California politics. Ruef made him
memorize the California Constitution, the City Articles and introduced him to hundreds of important
people. Ruef wrote all Gene's speeches and planned his public appearances. In effect, Schmitz was
Ruef’s sockpuppet. To the surprise of practically everyone, except Ruef, Eugene Schmitz was elected
mayor of San Francisco.

Now Abe and Eugene (both of whom are rumoured to now be millionaires) basically run the whole
city. They control the Board of Supervisors; the Chief of Police; several judges; the Education Board;
they ensure all the best contracts go to certain telephone and cable car companies and, if the
rumours are to be believed, they have their eye on making sure William L. Langton is the next DA.
The Spring Valley Water Company
Before the Earthquake there is only one main supply of water pipe to the city. , there have since
been installed five systems which work independently of each other. Provision is made for filling the
mains with salt water from the bay if necessary in fighting fire. While the supply had been furnished
by a private corporation, the city was in 1910 planning for the ownership of its watersystem, the
supply to be drawn from the Sierras at a cost of some $45,000,000. Water was at that time in remote
parts of the city drawn from artesian wells. In 1903 almost tenelevenths of the street railways were
controlled by one Eastern corporation, which was involved in the charges of municipal corruption
that were the most prominent feature of the recent political history of the city. The electric power for
lighting is drawn from the Sierras, 140 miles distant.
San Francisco Gaslight Company
[more to follow!]

The Newspaper Men (and woman)
[Will include a little intro here...
William Randolph Hearst (1863 – 1951)
Hearst is one of the most powerful men in the country. He's built the nation’s largest newspaper
chain whose methods profoundly influenced American journalism.
Hearst entered the publishing business in 1887 after taking control of The San Francisco Examiner
from his father. He soon acquired The New York Journal and fought a bitter circulation war with
Joseph Pulitzer's New York World. Many claim this led to the creation of “yellow journalism” which
saw the rise of sensational stories – often with only the vaguest and most dubious veracity!
Soon Hearst owned more than 25 papers in major American cities.
He was twice elected as a Democrat to the House of Representatives and in 1905 is known to be
making a run to be Mayor of New York City. Through his newspapers and magazines he exercises
truly enormous political influence. He's often accused of pushing public opinion in the USA to
encourage the 1898 war with Spain.
His life story is, famously, the inspiration for the Orson Welles film “Citizen Kane.” His mansion,
Hearst Castle, near San Simeon, California, on a hill overlooking the Pacific Ocean, halfway between
Los Angeles and San Francisco. In 1957 the Hearst family donated it to the state of California. The

Hearst's formally named their estate “La Cuesta Encantada” ("The Enchanted Slope"), but he usually
just called it "the ranch".
“The Examiner” was founded in 1863 as a Democratic Press; proConfederacy; proslavery paper
opposed to Abraham Lincoln. But Lincoln's assassination in 1865 led to a mob destroying the paper's
offices. By June 1865 it was renamed the Daily Examiner.
The mining engineer and entrepreneur George Hearst bought the Examiner in 1880 and in 1887
gave it to his son, William Randolph Hearst – supposedly as partial payment of a poker debt!
William Randolph Hearst changed the Examiner from an evening to a morning paper and the paper's
popularity soon increased with the help from writers as Ambrose Bierce, Mark Twain, and the San
Franciscoborn Jack London.
Helen Dare (1867 – 1943) ~ Intrepid Journalist
Helen Dare is the penname of Mrs Elizabeth Brough, wife of Norman Brough. In the late 1890's
Norman worked for the California Jockey Club as a handicapper for horse racing. His career came to
and end there recently after he was accused of being too harsh on rating some horses. Nevertheless,
his wife's reputation is untainted by this and has a fine career as a writer and journalist. Helen
currently writes for several local newspapers (usually the Examiner and Chronicle) and has even
explored and recently reported from the dangerous rough and tumble gold mining camps of the
Klondike!
Bailey Millard (1859 – 1941)
Bailey grew up in Minnesota and after High School went to learn the printers trade in the office of
the St. Peter Tribune. Ending up in San Francisco in 1880, he became a reporter on The Chronicle.
He soon married Martha B. Hawkins, an opera singer and became one of the editors of The Chronicle
and in 1891 became an editor of the San Francisco Morning Call.
Hearst, proprietor of The Examiner, hired Bailey as an editor in 1892. While doing newspaper work
he wrote three books, beside contributing many short stories to New York magazines and the
Saturday Evening Post.
He's a friend of many writers, including Jack London and Robert Louis Stevenson. Bailey's also
travelled to the Klondike – these travels inspired the 1904 bestseller: "The Lure o' Gold."

The Club Scene
The Club Scene overlaps with all aspects of the upper echelons of society. Not only is it where the
Society Folk gather, but the whole social calender of the city revolves around the activities of various
clubs. The club scene is utterly central to the life of the the elite.
Hundreds of people with lesser or greater influence belong to one or more of the dozens of clubs in
the city. The range of interests and activities is wide. One club, for example, is dedicated to
stimulating an interest in German music and meets once a week to provide concerts with various
instruments (including the accordion!). Another club is dedicated to...
Are all these clubs benign? Well, another club of note is the Bohemian Grove. Even by this date the
club, founded in...[more to follow!]... is known to be the haunt of many men with influence. Men
who go for long camping trips into the redwood groves not far outside the city limits to
do...well...enact and watch plays.

Horatio and his companions in their fine automobile!
Each year the clubs publish a compendium of membership, known as the local “Blue Book.” The Blue
Book, taking its name from the official directories of diplomats, was an idea that began to flourish in
Chicago and New York and swiftly became the standard register of who's who in society.
The model was quickly taken up by any city with any high society aspirations.
Along with members the Blue Book helpfully lists the aims and activities of each club and location.

The Tongs
The Tongs of San Francisco had their roots in the late 1850's. Though an enterprising Chinese man
known to all as “Little Pete” set up the first, the Fung Jing Toy Tong, in the the 1880's. Little Pete's
ideas was initially to build a small social society, based on the concept of the Triads of China, of a
community group – Tong itself means 'peaceful society'.

By 1880 'Blind Bill Buckley' (who was by then the undisputed Boss of the City) had formed a firm
and genuine alliance with Little Pete and in 1897 it was obvious to all that Little Pete's vision and
ambition had expanded from a mere social and vigilante group to include the running and control of
vice dens and all the ancillary work that goes with it. Rival groups soon formed. Rival groups that
soon wanted a piece of the action that Little Pete appeared to have to himself. 1897 saw the first of
several very bloody Chinatown Wars.
During this Tong War Little Pete was killed and control of the Tongs was divided and now is now
open to increasingly tense competition. Tensions in Chinatown with the rest of the population run
high. They always have. It is likely the always will.
A very lucky few can make allies, even friends, there. Most citizens of San Francisco go to Chinatown
for the prostitution, the opium and the gambling.
Some principle Tong societies include the:
Ping Kun Tong
Hop Sing Tong
Bo On Tong
The GeeSingSeer Tong

Kwong DuckTong
Bing On Tong
SueyOn Tong
SiYup Tong

Another major San Francisco Tong War erupted in 1901.
The main Chinatown area is at the base of Nob Hill, Union Square and Clay Street. Many on the
streets are aware that Boss Abe, no doubt following the example of Blind Bill, speaks fluent
Cantonese. Anyone with any ambition to mix with the Tongs would probably be wise to follow his
example too.

A Tong Parade ~ San Francisco c. 1901
Chinatown, at the foot of Nob Hill, covers some twelve city blocks, and with its temples, rich bazaars,
strange life and show of picturesque colours and customs, it is to strangers one of the most
interesting portions of the city.
There are about 14,000 Chinese in Chinatown itself and most of them live in Chinatown.
Current illegal activities of the Tongs include, but aren't limited to: the running of opium dens, the
running and control of brothels, supplying weapons to warlords, arranging murders, running slave
girls, supplying thugs and 'hatchet men' (known as 'boohowdoy') to local Union Bosses and running
the illegal 'fan tan' card games. Fan Tan is extremely popular at the moment and as much as
$10,000 or more (in 1900's dollars!) can, and will, be bet on a game in a typical evening!
Of particular interest are the dangerous Highbinders. Highbinders, whose weapon of choice is
almost always a sixshooter, are low level soldiers and spies within the Tong society. They aren't fully
considered Tongs, but are relied on by Tong groups to do a lot of the dirty work of the groups.
Almost every Highbinder holds the law of the United States in contempt; is a murderer and thief and
will often engage in blackmail and sleazy private eye style investigations on behalf of Tongs when
not fully engaged with ordinary Tong work.
The Police estimate that Highbinders are responsible for hundreds of murders along the Pacific Coast
each year. However, the Chinatown residents are too afraid to report them all.
Highbinders get their name from a street gang which operated in New York city around the time of
the Civil War. The name of the gang became generally associated with any type of organised crime
group and gangster and just as swiftly became associated with the footsoldiers of the Tongs when it
became clear just how dangerous they are!

The Cops
It would be fair to say that in 1905 the San Francisco police department (founded in XXX) is the
finest police force money can buy. Those with eyes to see and ears to listen and spending any time
on the streets or in the salon's of the Society People will hear that the Boss Abe and his Machine have
the police force (and probably several judges) well in their pay.
Chief of Police ~ George W. Wittman (1857–1950)
The luckless Wittman is, so far, the only San Francisco police chief ever to be fired outright.
During the period before the 1906 Earthquake a combination of local business interests sought the
removal of the Chinese from San Francisco's valuable real estate of Chinatown which was close to the
city centre around Portsmouth Square. The plan was to move the Chinese to Hunters Point.
[More on this to follow....]

The Army
The current commandant of the Presidio is Colonel Charles Morris, of the US Artillery Corps. He took
over from Maj. XXX in late 1904 and is busily trying to build the Presidio garrison into an elite force.
He ensures that the coastal batteries practice gunnery once per day and is keen on encouraging many
sports and frequent contests of physical fitness amongst the soldiers at the post.
As commander of the post, he can, in a crisis, also call upon local militia or National Guard units as
reinforcements. Though no doubt enthusiastic, they'd be of doubtful quality and reliability.
However, despite the best efforts of XX and his predecessor, for the most part the military life of the
Presidio is pretty dull and each month sees a number of desertions and cases of soldiers facing

dishonourable discharge after falling into the various sins brought on by drinking far, far too much.
Sadly, this is all too typical of the small and inefficient United States Army before World War One.
Generally speaking by 1905 the United States the regular army has always been small and in a time
of war reliance was placed upon volunteer forces.
This was truer of the Civil War than of the War of Independence or the war with Mexico (XXX). The
number of regular troops engaged in the War of Independence (130,711 enlisted men) was greater,
absolutely, than that engaged in the Civil War (126,587). Finally, it is interesting to note that in
1799, when war suddenly seemed probable with France, the army was organized with a force of
52,766 men, and during the second war with Great Britain the number was made 57,351 in 1813
and 62,674 in 1814; while the organized strength under the law of 1861, which was in force
throughout the Civil War, was only 39,273 men.
The Order of Battle of the present army organization is roughly as follows: 15 regiments of cavalry
(765 officers and 13,155 enlisted men); 6 regiments of field artillery (236 officers and 5220 enlisted
men); 30 regiments of infantry (1,530 officers and 26,731 enlisted men); 3 battalions of engineers
(2,002 enlisted men), commanded by officers detailed from the corps of engineers; a special
regiment of infantry for Porto Rico with 31 officers and 576 enlisted men. A provisional force of 50
companies of native scouts in the Philippines (178 officers and 5,731 enlisted men); staff men,
service school detachments, the military academy at West Point, Indian scouts, etc. totalling 11,777
enlisted men.

The transcontinental railroads meet at Promontory Summit – Dec. 1869

The large smokestack funnel on the Jupiter, the engine to the left, was typical of many long distance of
the time. The shape of the funnel is designed to contain a set of wire meshes intended to catch cinders
and burning embers that might otherwise fly out in the smoke and cause wildfires on the prairies.
By 1905 both engines in the picture were underpowered and obsolete. The Jupiter was scrapped in 1903,
the other, the #119, in 1906.
[There'll be more in here on the tycoons and the railroad corruption in general...]

The Others ~ Those Who Fight the Darkness
John Slater Partridge (1870  1926)
John is the son of a prominent and universally respected local citizen: Dr John C Partridge. After
studying law, and graduating early, from the University of California John taught Latin and Greek
back in his small hometown while also running and editing the smalltown newspaper his father had
founded in the 1860's. He rises at 4 am each day and is, by everyone's reckoning, a man of immense
dedication to his work.
In 1904, John began to serve as one of the city's deputy DA's and this coincided with an increasingly
active interest in politics. He's obviously appalled and outraged at the corruption and graft of Abe
and Eugene and their attendant 'machine.'
John has his law office on the 10th floor of the same building as 'The Call'.

The Call (1905) – depicting the lovely Miss Caribel David ~ intrepid lady attorney of law!

George Washington Frink
He arrived in California in 1850 and numbered himself among the pioneers of San Francisco, and in
the passing years he effectively brought his ability and powers to bear in enterprise that contributed
to the civic and material development and progress of his adopted city. He was long recognized as
one of the prominent and influential representatives of the real estate business in San Francisco, and
his activities in this line continued until the time of his death, on the 30th of October, 1902.
Frink was born at West Troy, New York, attended Girard College, Philadelphia, and with the
discovery of gold in California in 1849, he set out to make his fortune. After arriving in San Francisco
in the early part of the year 1850 he owned the old Tehama Hotel, on the corner of Montgomery and
Clay Street. He married Miss Minerva Kennedy, also of New York.
Lotta Crabtree (xxx xxx)

Lotta Crabtree (xxx xxx)
[more to follow...]

Society, Culture and Industry
in the Gilded Age
The United States is following the European lead in the period of the Belle Epoque. The remnants of
the Impressionist and PostImpressionist Movements haven't yet been swept aside by the geometry of
the Bauhaus and Art Deco.

The Gilded Age & the Progressive Era (1877–1917
Theodore Roosevelt  26th U.S. president; launched a collection of progressive domestic policies
known as the “Square Deal.”
The Square Deal and TrustBusting
An ardent Progressive himself, Roosevelt decided to use his powers to give Americans a “Square
Deal” to protect the public interest. He focused his domestic efforts on regulating big business,
helping organized labour, protecting consumers, and conserving the nation’s alreadydwindling
natural resources.
Roosevelt began by launching a campaign to tackle monopolistic trusts that hurt consumers. In 1902,
under the auspices of the Sherman AntiTrust Act, he filed a lawsuit against James J. Hill’s and J. P.
Morgan’s Northern Securities Railroad Company. In 1904, the Supreme Court upheld Roosevelt’s suit
in the Northern Securities decision, forcing the giant railroad company to disband. Roosevelt
subsequently filed similar suits against dozens of other trusts, including the beef trust, the sugar
trust, and the harvester trust.
The Election of 1908
Despite a brief financial panic in 1907, Roosevelt remained just as popular at the end of his second
term as he was at the beginning of his first. However, after winning reelection in 1904, he had
promised not to run again.
Instead, he decided to endorse his vice president and close friend, William Howard Taft, a 350pound
giant of a man who Roosevelt believed would continue fighting for progressivism and the Square
Deal. Meanwhile, Democrats nominated William Jennings Bryan yet again on an anti
imperialist, progressive platform.
Eugene V. Debs also entered the race on the Socialist Party ticket. In the end, Taft easily defeated
Bryan by more than a million popular votes and 150 electoral votes.
The Progressive Movement

By the dawn of the twentieth century, many Americans felt the need to change the relationship
between government and society and address the growing social and political problems. Like the
Populists before them, Progressives believed that unregulated capitalism and the urban boom
required stronger government supervision and intervention.
Specifically, Progressives wanted to regain control of the government from special interests like the
railroads and trusts, while further protecting the rights of organized labor, women, blacks, and
consumers in general.
The Muckrakers
At the forefront of the reform movement were turnofthecentury exposé
writers dubbed “muckrakers.” These writers published the dirt on corporate
and social injustices in books and magazines like McClure’s, Collier’s, and
Cosmopolitan. Muckrakers had an unprecedented impact on public opinion
and even on the president and Congress. For example, Upton Sinclair’s
graphic description of the meatpacking industry in his 1906 novel The Jungle
so deeply disgusted President Roosevelt and Congress that they passed the
Meat Inspection Act and Pure Food and Drug Act the same year, hoping to
clean up the industry and protect American consumers. In 1890, Jacob Riis
awakened middleclass Americans to the plight of the urban poor in his book
How the Other Half Lives . Likewise, Lincoln Steffens published a series of
articles titled “The Shame of the Cities” that further exposed bigbusiness
corruption.
Recent Key Events
1869: Transcontinental Railroad is completed
1870 Standard Oil Company forms
1901 U.S. Steel Corporation forms
Key People
Andrew Carnegie: ScottishAmerican business tycoon and owner of the Carnegie Steel Company in
Pittsburgh.
John D. Rockefeller: Founder of the Standard Oil Company; used horizontal used vertical integration
to maintain market dominance integration to effectively buy out his competition
Cornelius Vanderbilt: Steamboat and railroad tycoon; laid thousands of miles of railroad track and
established standard gauge for railroads .
Gilded Age industrialization had its roots in the Civil War, which spurred
Congress and the northern states to build more railroads and increased
demand for a variety of manufactured goods. The forwardlooking Congress
of 1862 authorized construction of the first transcontinental railroad,
connecting the Pacific and Atlantic lines. Originally, because railroading was
such an expensive enterprise at the time, the federal government provided
subsidies by the mile to railroad companies in exchange for discounted
rates. Congress also provided federal land grants to railroad companies so
that they could lay down more track.
With this free land and tens of thousands of dollars per mile in
subsidies, railroading became a highly profitable business venture.
The Union Pacific Railroad company began construction on the transcontinental line in Nebraska
during the Civil War and pushed westward, while Leland Stanford’s (it was Stanford who's wealth
eventually helped found Stanford University) Central Pacific Railroad pushed eastward from

Sacramento. Tens of thousands of Irish and Chinese labourers laid the track, and the two lines finally
met near Promontory, Utah, in 1869.
The Robber Barons
Big businessmen, not politicians, controlled the new industrialized America of the Gilded Age.
Previous generations had sent their best and brightest men into public service. Yet in the last decades
of the 1800s young men were enticed by the private sector, where with a little persistence, hard work
and ruthlessness enormous profits and rewards could be yours.
These socalled “captains of industry” were rarely, if ever, regulated by either Federal or State
government and did whatever they could to make as much money as possible. These industrialists’
business practices were sometimes so unscrupulous that they soon became known as “robber
barons.”
Vanderbilt and the Railroads
As the railroad boom accelerated, railroads began to crisscross the West.
Some of the major companies included the Southern Pacific Railroad, the
Santa Fe Railroad, and the North Pacific Railroad.
Federal subsidies and land grants made railroading such a profitable business that a class of “new
money” millionaires emerged.
Cornelius Vanderbilt and his son William were perhaps the most famous railroad tycoons. During the
era, they bought out and consolidated many of the rail companies in the East, enabling them to cut
operations costs. The Vanderbilts also established a standard track gauge and were among the first
railroaders to replace iron rails with lighter, more durable steel. The Vanderbilt fortune swelled to
more than $100 million during these boom years.
Railroad Corruption
As the railroad industry grew, it became filled with corrupt practices. Unhindered by government
regulation, railroaders could turn enormous profits using any method to get results, however
unethical. Union Pacific officials, for example, formed the dummy Crédit Mobilier construction
company and hired themselves out as contractors at enormous rates for huge profits. Several U.S.
congressmen were implicated in the scandal after an investigation uncovered that the company
bribed them to keep quiet about the corruption. Railroads also inflated the prices of their stocks and
gave out noncompetitive rebates to favored companies.
These tycoons became notorious for their lack of regard for the common worker. Although
some states passed laws to regulate corrupt railroads, the Supreme Court made regulation on a state
level impossible with the 1886 Wabash case ruling, which stated that only the federal government
could regulate interstate commerce
Carnegie, Morgan, and U.S. Steel
Among the wealthiest and most famous captains of industry in the late
1800s was Andrew Carnegie. A Scottish immigrant, Carnegie turned his
one Pennsylvanian production plant into a veritable steel empire through a
business tactic called vertical integration. Rather than rely on expensive
middlemen, Carnegie vertically integrated his production process by buying
out all of the companies—coal, iron ore, and so on—needed to produce his
steel, as well as the companies that produced the steel, shipped it, and sold
it. Eventually, Carnegie sold his company to banker J. P. Morgan, who used
the company as the foundation for the U.S. Steel Corporation. By the end of
his life, Carnegie was one of the richest men in America, with a fortune of
nearly $500 million.

Rockefeller and Standard Oil
Oil was another lucrative business during the Gilded Age. Although there was very little need for oil
prior to the Civil War, demand surged during the machine age of the 1880s, 1890s, and early 1900s.
Seemingly everything required oil during this era: factory machines, ships, and, later, automobiles.
The biggest names in the oil industry were John D. Rockefeller and his Standard Oil Company—in
fact, they were the only names in the industry. Whereas Carnegie employed vertical integration to
create his steel empire, Rockefeller used horizontal integration, essentially buying out all the other
oil companies so that he had no competition left. In doing so, Rockefeller created one of America’s
first monopolies, or trusts, that cornered the market of a single product.

The 'Ash Can' School
The painters of the Ashcan School just wanted to have fun. They chronicled the lives of poor city
dwellers, but they were neither social critics nor reformers. Robert Henri, George Luks, John Sloan
and other early20thcentury American realists identified with the group were highspirited fellows
who prided themselves on fielding a baseball team that regularly defeated those of the National
Academy of Design and the Art Students League. They liked to dine in fancy restaurants and hang
out at McSorley’s, the men’sonly tavern on East Seventh Street. They enjoyed the theatre, the circus
and trips to Coney Island.

John Sloan  “Dust Storm, Fifth Avenue” (1906)
Sloan and his wife had just moved to an apartment on West 23rd St. in the Chelsea neighbourhood  just a block
and a half west of Madison Square  when he painted this picture. The famous Fuller ("The Flatiron") Building,
designed by Daniel Burnham was completed in 1902 at the south west corner of Madison Sq and quickly became a

symbol of the modern New York. However, the Flatiron Building's 21 storey height created fierce downdrafts of
wind...a feature of daily life that amused Sloan enough to capture the event in oil!

These were no Puritan crusaders  they were manly Epicureans. Their hero was the always dynamic
Teddy Roosevelt.
The ringleader of the Ashcan School is, arguably, Robert Henri. Like many American's of the time,
Robert Henri lived a very colourful life. Henri's family moved to Nebraska in 1871 where his father
founded the town of Cozaddale. In 1882 the family was forced to move to Denver, Colorado, after
his father gunned down a fellow rancher during a heated dispute of ranch land.
By 1888 Henri was in Europe. He travelled to Italy and was making frequent visits to Paris where we
studied under legendary painters and fell under the spell of the Impressionists. It was while in France
that he developed a habit of painting on pocketsized panels called "pochades." As a result Henri's
very portable work became more spontaneous. After returning to the USA by 1891 Henri had
formed, and acted as the mentor, to a group known as the “Philadelphia Four”  William Glackens
(1870–1938); George Luks (1866–1933); Everett Shinn (1876–1953) and John Sloan (1871–1951).
They all worked together at several local newspapers and gathered to study literature, share studios,
have rowdy fun and travel. Between late 1896 and 1904 they all moved to New York where Henri
had settled in 1900.
Though this rowdy and ebullient group referred to themselves as the "Charcoal Club." By 1902 Henri
was teaching at the New York School of Art – amongst his pupils were Edward Hopper, Rockwell
Kent and Bellows. Henri always tried to teach his pupils and attitude to art, rather than a style or
technique.
Henri and his formerPhiladelphia associates comprised the first generation of what came to be
known as the Ashcan School. A second generation consisted of Henri's New York students. George
Bellows (1882–1925) being the most devoted.
Several stories lay claim to the origin of the term Ashcan School. One suggests that it came about
after Bellows drew “Disappointments of the Ash Can” which appeared in the Philadelphia Record in
April 1915 and was later quoted by the cartoonist Art Young in a disparaging critique for the New
York Sun in April 1916.
Another version suggests that the name came about in 1916 when a staff writer for a socialist
magazine, The Masses, objected to the insufficiently highminded “pictures of ashcans and girls
hitching up their skirts on Horatio Street” by Sloan, George Bellows and others of Henri's gang.
Although the Ashcan artists were not an organized "school" and operated in varied styles they were
all urban Realists who supported Henri's credo: art for life's sake" rather than "art for art's sake."
They also presented their works in several important early twentiethcentury New York exhibitions,
including a group show at the National Arts Club in 1904; the landmark show of The Eight at
Macbeth Galleries in February 1908, which included the five senior Ashcan School painters along
with Ernest Lawson (1873–1939), Maurice Prendergast (1858–1924), and Arthur B. Davies (1862–
1928) and the 1910 Exhibition of Independent Artists.

Robert Henri ~ “Snow in New York” (1902)
The Ashcan School really came to public prominence in 1908 with a show at the “MacBeth Gallery”,
New York, called “The Eight.” It included Robert Henri, Luks, Sloan, William Glackens, Arthur B.
Davies, Ernest Lawson, Maurice Prendergast and Everett Shinn.
It all began when the National Academy of Design’s spring exhibition of 1907 rejected submissions
from Henri and his friends. In response they formed the Ashcan School.
The Ashcan painters were drawn to what they saw as the vitality of the lower classes. Bellows’s 1907
painting “Fortytwo Kids,” in which a gang of mostly naked boys swims off a decaying Hudson River
pier, is not an indictment of poverty but an anti academic celebration of unsupervised freedom,
spontaneity and play. Favoring a brushy, gestural application inspired by the paintings of Hals,
Velázquez and Manet, the Ashcan artists were action painters who mirrored the flux of reality with
the flux of their brushwork, and, sometimes, by intensifying light and color.
Many of the Ashcan painters were well prepared for this approach, having started out as newspaper
illustrators. Being able to draw on the run, however, did not necessarily translate into very good
painting. Ashcan paintings often look muddy and too hastily made.

This being America at the turn of the 20th century, sexuality tends to be muted, but it’s not totally
repressed. One of Sloan’s most delightful prints shows a young woman descending subway stairs:
Her skirt has flipped up in a sudden gust, giving a man going up the stairs a leggy eyeful. And back at
the Ashcan show, there’s Henri’s largerthanlife painting of Salome. It was just too shocking and the
1910 National Academy refused to display the work in their spring exhibition.

Robert Henri (1865  1929) – 'Salome'
[more to follow once edited!]
The Ashcan artists documented an unsettling, transitional, time in American culture which seemed
always to veer between confidence and doubt, excitement and trepidation. They never ignored harsh
new realities – but rather wanted to explore life in all it's toughness and exuberance and looked to
shine a positive light on their era.

Art Nouveau
The Art Nouveau style appeared in the early 1880s and was gone by the eve of the First World War.
For a brief, brilliant moment, Art Nouveau was a shimmering presence in urban centers throughout
Europe and North America. It was the style of the ageseen on public buildings and advertisements,
inside private homes and outside street cafésadorning the life of the city.
Art Nouveau was a response to the radical changes caused by the rapid urban growth and
technological advances that followed the Industrial Revolution. This timeline establishes a
counterpoint between major moments in the development of Art Nouveau and world events to
provide a context for understanding the style's many and varied influences.

[more to follow]
A section on writers next...
Samuel Dashiell Hammet (1894  1961)
Dashiell Hammett was born on the eastern shore of Maryland in 1894. The second of three children,
he dropped out of school at the age of thirteen. He worked a succession of lowpaying jobs including
freight clerk, railroad laborer, messenger boy, and stevedore. In 1915 he began working on and off as
a detective for the Pinkerton Agency. In less than ten years he would be turning these experiences
into some of the most popular detective stories of his time. Unlike the intellectualized mysteries of
earlier detective novels, Hammett’s lessthanglamorous realism transformed the genre into a serious
response to the urban culture of the times.
Hammett spent his early twenties working as a detective in San Francisco before enlisting in the
army during World War I. He became a sergeant in the Motor Ambulance Corp, where he contracted
tuberculosis. Upon returning from the service, he realized that his ailing health made it impossible to
continue as a detective. Quitting the agency, he tried his hand at writing. His first story was
published in 1922 by the upscale society magazine THE SMART SET. His new gritty style of detective
story, however, was better suited to the pulp crime magazines of the time. In 1923, one of the most
popular, BLACK MASK, published his story “Arson Plus.”
For the next several years Hammett would hone his skills as a storyteller in the pages of BLACK
MASK. There he introduced a nameless character referred to only as “the Continental Op.” This
downtoearth operative working for the Continental Detective Agency was the antithesis of the
glamorous allknowing investigators that made up much of the detective genre. The “Op,” with his
rough speech and matteroffact attitude, was incredibly popular. In 1928 he wrote a fulllength
novel with the “Op,” incorporating much of what he had seen at the Pinkerton Agency. RED
HARVEST was a psychological thriller narrated in a voice both penetrating and offthecuff. It was
the raw, unadorned style of Red Harvest that would come to be known as “hard boiled.” Within a
year Hammett published his second book, THE DAIN CURSE. By 1930 he had built a strong
following, and decided to branch out with a new character.
For his next novel, Hammett created Sam Spade, a rough and solitary man who worked outside of
the law. This independent detective made his first appearance in what was to become Hammett’s
most famous book, THE MALTESE FALCON (1930). A story of greed and betrayal, THE MALTESE
FALCON went into seven printings in its first year. In the 1941 movie version Humphrey Bogart
played a reluctant, yet idealistic detective who epitomized the “hard boiled” hero. He tackled
society’s corruption with an unyielding search for the truth, and a lack of concern for what it took to
find it.
Hammett followed THE MALTESE FALCON a year later with THE GLASS KEY, a story of political
intrigue focused on the social relations of the rich and the corruption of power. The New York Times
described it as combining “the tradition of Sherlock Holmes with the style of Ernest Hemingway.” His
newfound fame brought him into contact with a number of writers, including Ernest Hemingway.
That same year he began a tempestuous affair with the playwright, Lillian Hellman. Hellman was
strong, witty, intelligent and socially connected. Their affair introduced him to the thrilling new
world of high society. To Hellman’s dismay, Hammett continued his lifelong habits of excessive
drinking and womanizing. Though their thirty year affair was often rocky, the two remained friends
throughout Hammett’s life.
By the midthirties Hammett was at the height of his fame. No longer struggling to pay the rent, he
moved to Hollywood and lived within the exclusive world of the Hollywood elite. In 1934 he
published THE THIN MAN, which portrayed an exdetective reluctantly investigating a

disappearance. At the center of the story was a couple living a liquorsoaked open marriage.
Scandalous for the times, THE THIN MAN, was repeatedly censored, but remained Hammett’s
greatest commercial success. After THE THIN MAN, Hammett worked for the major studios re
writing other people’s scripts. Though he would continue to write for radio during the forties, THE
THIN MAN was to be his final novel.
For the remainder of his life, Hammett dedicated himself to leftwing political involvement and the
defense of civil liberties. During World War II, at the age of fortyeight, Hammett enlisted as a private
in the army. Three years later he was honorably discharged as a sergeant. Leaving the army, he
began to teach writing in New York at a Marxist institute. It was then that Hammett’s political
integrity would be challenged. As the president of New York Civil Rights Congress, Hammett had
posted bail for a group of communists on trial for conspiracy. When they jumped bail, Hammett was
jailed for refusing to give the names of the sources of the bail money. After serving five months in
prison, he was let out, only to find that the IRS was charging him with one hundred thousand dollars
in back taxes.
Hammett spent the last ten years of his life in a small rural cottage in Katonah, New York. No longer
at the center of the literary world, he continued to drink heavily in isolation. In 1955 he suffered a
heart attack, and died six years later in New York City. Though his output was limited to only five
novels, Hammett remains one of the most influential writers of his time. His introduction of the
“hardboiled” genre has had a profound effect on both television and the movies, and his
uncompromisingly vernacular prose has influenced generations of writers as diverse as Raymond
Chandler and William Burroughs.

Jack London
Jack London was from Oakland, California, then a little village across from San Francisco. His father
was a grocer and a bad business man and after a failed venture, little Jack London, just ten years old,
had to go to work. London worked and read books from the public library, although his family did
not have enough money to send him to high school. At fourteen, he had to work in a fish cannery for
ten to eighteen hours a day. This drudgery evoked sentiments in him that later developed into
socialist leanings, which appear in his book The Iron Heel.
London started to write for money after he won a contest for a story he polished off in just a few
evenings. He went back to school and finished his first year of college before he had to leave to help
support his parents. When the gold rush struck, London left for the Yukon, only to find mica, "fool's
gold."
After the failed trip to the North, London returned home and wrote about the Northwith much
more success.
At a time when Great Britain ran the biggest empire since the Romans, the people of the east end of
London were still living and working in conditions abject degradation. So abject, that when American
author Jack London visited in 1902 to research a nonfiction book published in 1903 as The People of
the Abyss, the shock of the experience was never to leave him. His friend Upton Sinclair reported
that "for years afterwards, the memories of this stunted and depraved population haunted him
beyond all peace". And London himself declared: "No other book of mine took so much of my young
heart and tears as that study of the economic degradation of the poor."
Written decades before George Orwell's famous Down and Out in Paris and London, Jack London,
posing as an American sailor stranded in the east end, wandered the streets talking to the people he

met for seven weeks. He slept in doss houses, lived with the destitute and starving, and went on to
produce one his most important works.
...
Joseph Conrad (1857 – 1924)
Joseph Conrad was a genius. He could speak and
write in at least six languages. His family were of
Ukrainian aristocratic origin but his father fell
out of favour at the Tsar. Resulting in a
tormented exile for the entire family. An exile
that would lead to the early death of his parents.
Conrad became fascinated by lands beyond the
Crimea and ran away to sea. He worked on
merchant ships all around the world before
settling in Britain in 1895 and began to write.
Basing much of his work on his own adventures
and the stories he'd heard on his many travels.
Conrad’s “Heart of Darkness” was written in 1899. Against the prevailing style of exciting noble
deeds and 'derring do' literature, say, for example, RiderHaggard and Jules Vernes, Conrad's Heart
of Darkness has much more ambiguity.
It's a fascinating fin de siecle critique of hubris, colonialism and Man's reckless greed. Conrad had
travelled to the Belgian Congo at the height of the atrocities of King Leopold's mercenaries and
colonizing administrators. Conrad's time there and the horros he saw actually left him with a case of
PostTraumatic Stess. It toook him many years to speak of his time there and even longer to write
about them.
As many will know; the story's main narrator, Marlow, is a merchant seaman piloting a steamship
upriver in a strange place...a place closely resembling, though never admitted to been, the Belgian
Congo.
Marlow finds the “Scramble for Africa” well underway  Europeans are desperately competing to
make their fortunes from ivory. Marlow's journey takes him into the interior of this mysterious silent
continent. After a dangerous passage he finally arrives at the company's most remote trading station
reigned over by Kurtz. Kurtz has become a God figure to the local people. Marlow finds himself
fascinated by Kurtz ultimately preferring his messianic ravings to the petty treachery and mercenary
attitudes of his fellow white traders. However, on the journey back from the station Kurtz, who had
harboured great dreams of a new world, dies, whispering “the horror, the horror”.
Jimmy: Why does Marlow keep going up the river? Why doesn't he turn back?
Hayes: There's a part of him that wants to Jimmy.
A part deep inside himself that sounds a warning.
But there's another part that needs to know. To defeat the thing which makes him afraid.
"We could not understand because we were too far and could not remember
because we were travelling in the night of first ages
of those ages that are gone leaving hardly a sign, and no memories.

We are accustomed to look upon the shackled form of a conquered monster,
but there, there you could look at a thing monstrous and free."
Jimmy: It's not an adventure story, is it, Mr. Hayes?
Hayes: No, Jimmy. It's not.
(King Kong ~ 2005)
The story was published widely and still held a vivid grip on people's imagination by 1905.
Conrad wrote; “My task is, above all, to make you see.”
HG Wells (1866  XXX)
Herbert George Wells was born in 1866 in London. He attended some very fine schools and became a
science teacher. One of his teachers was Thomas Henry Huxley: an early advocate of the theory of
evolution.
Although several versions of The Time Machine were published in the early 1890s the completed
novella didn't appear until 1895. It was the first tale of time travel, and is sensibly considered one of
the forerunners of the science fiction genre. Wells went on to publish more works of science fiction:
The Island of Doctor Moreau (1896); The Invisible Man (1897) and The War of the Worlds (1898).

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle MD (1859 – 1930)
Although he'd always enjoyed writing stories for family and friends, Arthur Conan Doyle pursued a
career in medicine at Edinburgh University before taking up work as a doctor near Portsmouth.
While a medical student, he worked with the unusually observant Dr. Bell and it was Dr Bell who
inspired Doyle to write stories "in which the hero would treat crime as Dr Bell treated disease and
where science would take the place of chance."
In 1891 six "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" were printed in the Strand magazine. Six more
appeared the next year. By 1893 the stories were a huge national and international hit. However, by
1901 Doyle was keen to try work on other literary pursuits and published “The Final Problem” in
which to kill off Holmes. The public mourned and the publishers of the Strand were distraught!
Holmes' death in "The Final Problem." Doyle changed his decision to pursue more serious literary
endeavors in 1901, when finances and public pressure yielded The Hound of the Baskervilles. The
same year that The Hound of the Baskervilles was published, Doyle produced a piece of propaganda
on the Boer War, and the author was knighted for his efforts.
Doyle continued putting out Sherlock Holmes stories, including the collected Return of Sherlock
Holmes. Later in life, when his only son was killed in the First World War Doyle devoted himself to
spiritualism.
Sax Romher –
Fu Manchu

Lotta's Fountain – pictured here just after the Earthquake

Lillie Hitchcock Coit (1843  1929)
before it was socially acceptable for women to do
so. To satisfy her interest in gambling she would
often dress like a man in order to gamble in the
gentlemen only establishments along North
Beach. It's said that she shaved her head so her
wigs would fit better.
Amongst her other passions were the city's
firefighters!
Since her youth Lillie was fascinated and
enamoured with the red shirted and helmeted
fire fighters. At the age of 15 she saw the
Knickerbocker Engine Co. No. 5 responding to a
fire on Telegraph Hill when they were
shorthanded.

Lillie was a wellknown volunteer firefighter, the
wife of Howard Coit and the evnetual benefactor
for the construction of the Coit Tower in San
Francisco.
In 1851, she moved to California from West
Point with her parents, Charles, an Army doctor,
and Martha Hitchcock. 'Firebelle Lil' Coit was
one of the more eccentric characters in the
history of North Beach and Telegraph Hill. She
would smoke cigars and wear long trousers.

Seeing the engine have difficulty struggle to the
fire, she threw her school books to the ground
and pitched in to take a spare place at the rope
the men were using to help tug the engine up the
hill. She called out to other bystanders; “Come
on, you men! Everybody pull...”
After that Lillie became the Engine Co. mascot
and could barely be constrained by her parents
from jumping into action at the sound of every
fire bell!
After this she was frequently riding with the
Knickerbocker Engine Co. 5, especially so in
street parades and celebrations in which the
Engine Co. participated.

In 1863 she was elected an honorary member of the Knickerbocker company and always regarded
that honour as the proudest of her life. She wore the numeral as an ornament with all her costumes,
along with the gold badge presented at the same time. As Lillie grew older she had to give up the
habit of following the engine, but the tie that bound her to the company never waivered. If any
member of a company fell ill Lillie Hitchcock went to visit them. When death claimed a firefighter,
she sent a floral tribute as final expression of her regard.

The office of the “Morning Call” c 1895
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